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ABSTRACT

Given the small size of hit-to-kill interceptor test vehicles currently under development,
volumetric limitations mandate using the experimental vehicle's telemetry system during
vehicle ground level acceptance and environmental testing to gather performance data, in
addition to the primary function of successfully gathering and transmitting data during
the test flight. In small, lightweight test interceptors, volume and mass become major
telemetry system design considerations. In this paper we describe a system engineering
approach to determine the key requirements and calculate some of the critical design
parameters necessary for the successful design and development of a high data rate wide
band FM Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) airborne telemetry system.
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INTRODUCTION

The airborne telemetry system is comprised of various analog transducers such as
vibration, shock, acceleration, pressure, and temperature instruments, as well as a PCM
Encoder to digitize these measurements, and RF transmission components. The PCM
encoder must also accommodate serial digital data interfaces from the flight computer(s),
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and payload experiments processing all the data into a
composite digital bit stream which then modulates an RF transmitter to a receiving
station.

For miniaturized flight vehicles the airborne telemetry system literally becomes the
"voltmeter" for the vehicle's health and performance throughout the integration, ground
testing, and flight test phase of the program since there is no additional volume to add
unique ground test instrumentation. To increase the knowledge gained from the flight



test and to facilitate post-flight troubleshooting capability it is important to provide
traceability between the flight test data measurements to be taken and similar data
obtained while the interceptor is undergoing key ground tests. The telemetry system
provides the measurement capability for this key data traceability throughout the life of
the test vehicle.

The discussion shall begin with a general description of the interceptor/test range
telemetry block diagrams, top-level IRIG and encryption requirements, RF bandwidth
requirements, and applicable program security requirements. We shall then identify the
critical parameters and design trade impacts associated with the airborne telemetry
system such as: instrument selections, gain/offset selections, sampling rate selections,
Nyquist theorem conditions, aliasing filter design considerations, RF link analysis,
modulation index, and bandwidth selections. A theoretical example of a high data rate
PCM RF spectrum design is presented in the Appendix and the results are compared to
the applicable IRIG-106 requirements.

INTERCEPTOR/TEST RANGE FLIGHT TEST TELEMETRY SYSTEM

A flight test scenario depicting the major interceptor and missile test range elements
pertaining to the telemetry data gathering functions is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Interceptor Telemetry System/Test Range Flight Test



The test range supports all aspects of the preflight and mission day telemetry data
collection and real-time distribution to the project and other range users (i.e., flight
safety department, range control centers, supporting contractors, and range sponsors).
The test ranges have made significant investments in telemetry receiving stations, data
distribution/processing equipment, and custom decommutation software. The primary
interceptor telemetry system design parameters are therefore constrained by the assets the
test ranges have available to support the project and the available funds the project may
have to spend on the ground based assets not normally possessed by the range.

In general, the RF telemetry downlinks are limited to the standard L-band and S-band
RF links (with the most prevalent supported by the ranges at S-band) with the
modulation formats limited to FM/FM, FSK, or PSK [1,2]. The maximum fully
supportable data rates are currently on the order of 12.5 Mb/s for PCM FM (FSK) data
gathering. Additionally, FM/FM systems are in active use and are quite useful in
instrumenting a limited number of high frequency analog measurements. Systems have
also been configured to fly in a PCM/FM/FM modulation format simultaneously [3].

The elements of the interceptor's airborne telemetry system are shown in Figure 2 and
consist of the basic analog instruments/circuits, PCM Encoder, possibly remote

Figure 2 interceptor Telemetry System Block Diagram

Encoders (to reduce missile wiring harness bulk), encryption subsystem (which may be
embedded directly into the main encoder unit in more integrated systems), RF
transmitter, and antenna subsystem. A separate telemetry battery is desirable but may be
precluded due to volume and mass constraints. As depicted, the airborne telemetry
system must gather data from acceleration, vibration, and mass constraints. As depicted,
the airbome telemetry system must gather data from acceleration, vibration, shock,
pressure, and temperature instruments as well as other analog forms such as power and
voltage status measurements from the interceptors' other systems.



For a homing type interceptor with an on-board seeker, digital data interfaces are
required to support the gathering of high speed video pixel or RF waveform information
and also guidance and navigation data from the on-board flight computer and IMU.
These digital interfaces are usually implemented with serial data buses to reduce wiring
bulk and noise pickup.

RANGE REQUIREMENTS

The Telemetry Group of the Range Commanders Council (RCC) has prepared a
Telemetry Standards document, IRIG-106 [4], to foster the compatibility of telemetry
transmission, reception, and signal processing equipment at the test range facilities
under the cognizance of the RCC. To comply with the IRIG-106 standard constraints are
imposed on the data formats to insure common decommutation processing of the
resulting PCM digital bit stream transmission.

A data format map consists of a "major frame" which is in general composed of
numerous "minor frames." The number of minor frames is determined such that the
number of minor frames required includes at least one sample of every parameter
required in the format map (the major frame) with up to 256 minor frames per major
frame allowed. The minor frame is the data structure in time sequence from the
beginning of the minor synchronization pattem to the beginning of the next minor frame
synchronization pattern. Ground based decommutation systems use the periodic
synchronization codes in the bit stream to establish minor frame boundaries. From these
boundaries and the minor frame identification count (MFID) the location of each
measurement in the PCM bit stream can be determined. The overhead bit rate associated
with the IRIG-106 formatting requirements is typically about 1 %, but is highly
dependent upon the minor frame structure and size.

IRIG- 106 also sets the limits authorized for the level of undesired RF emissions outside
the authorized bandwidth in order to reduce Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and
Intermodulation Distortion (IMD) in adjacent telemetry RF channels subject to
simultaneous use by other authorized users. The requirements state (a) the bandwidth
which all emissions, must as a minimum, be suppressed -60 dBc or to -25 dBm,
whichever is greater, and (b) the bandwidth to which all emissions must be suppressed to
less than -25 dBm (in a 3 kHz bandwidth). The spectrum requirements are presented in
Figure 3.

For an authorized th B of greater than 1 MHz (which is the case for a high bit rate PCM
system) IRIG-106 defines the primary double-sided bandwidth as shown in Figure 3. In
any 3 kHz bandwidth outside A' the RF emissions shall be 60 dB below the unmodulated
carrier. IRIG-106 also requires the RF emissions be below -25 dBm outside the
secondary double-sided bandwidth B' also shown in Figure 3.



Figure 3 IRIG Telemetry Data Link RF Power Emission Limit Requirements

For a wide band high bit rate PCM system (i.e., R =10 Mb/s) the test ranges usuallyb

authorize bands on 10 MHz center frequencies. For a PCM FM 10 Mb/s system at least
2 designated "wide-band" channels must be allocated to hold the Bit Error Rate (BER) to
less than 1.0 E-5 [5] since the required minimum two-sided bandwidth is:

 B = 2 x bit rate, R ;two-sided minimum occupied bandwidth required (Eq.1)b

In general these requirements are difficult to prove by direct measurement at the vehicle
system level since they require a measurement of the unmodulated carrier power in order
to set the carrier power reference level. The carrier reference level however is usually
determined by a bench test of the transmitter alone (with its modulation inputs grounded)
and a measurement and/or analysis of the RF losses in the test vehicle. We provide a
specific comparison to the requirements in the Appendix.

PRE-MODULATION FILTER, MODULATION INDEX REQUIRMENTS

The test ranges generally possess both FM and PM receivers at their telemetry receiving
sites. For the case at hand we are considering only FM PCM (FSK) transmission and
reception. The interested reader is referred to references [1] and [5] for further
discussions regarding PM (PSK) systems.

Once the PCM telemetry bit stream has been encoded and encrypted it is passed through
a pre-modulation filter. In the general telemetry system block diagram the filter function
can be located in the encryption module, the transmitter, or in the Encoder when the
encryptor function is embedded inside the Encoder unit. The effect of the low-pass
pre-modulation filter is to limit the occupied spectrum of the PCM signal. The filter is
included to "round-off" the high frequency comers of the Encoder's square wave digital



bit waveforms, concentrate signal energy bandwidth, and reduce the channel noise
bandwidth for the ground receiver to acceptable levels. The cutoff frequency of the
pre-modulation filter for PCM data transmission is set at approximately 1 /T , where Tb b

is defined as the bit time.

The requirements levied on the filter design are: that it assist in limiting the occupied
RF spectrum, it possess a maximally linear phase characteristic (so as to not induce phase
errors near the cutoff frequency point, since a phase error will directly effect the
modulated data spectrum), and the filter not cause the input to the transmitter to be AC
coupled unless a positive control exists (i.e., an encryption or randomizer device) to
randomize the data [5].

The filtered bit stream is then sent on to modulate the transmitter where we now tum our
attention to setting the modulation index, or $ of the FM system. A specific design
example is presented in the Appendix.

The modulation index is defined as:

$ = ) / f ; Modulation index (Eq.2)f m

) ; Peak frequency deviation of the carrier f (Eq.3)f c

when modulation by frequency fm

f ; Modulating frequency (Eq. 4)m

The Carson Rule Bandwidth [6] will be used in our discussions as a measure of the
power bandwidth of the FM modulated carrier and is given by:

# . 2($ + 1) f (Eq. 5)c m

If the system designer is utilizing an off-the-shelf transmitter then the transmitter's
deviation sensitivity is known (usually specified in kHz/mV of the peak to peak
modulating voltage). Thus ) may be calculated if the transmitter peak-to-peak voltagef

swing is known. A significant amount of investigation has involved optimizing the peak
deviation frequency for PCM FM systems with the most efficient value being equal to
0.35 x R [5].b

ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION REQUIREMENTS

Due to the application of most test interceptors, the system designer must in general levy
a randomizing encryption requirement on the airborne telemetry system for the test
interceptor design to meet program security requirements. The airborne encryption



system design requires a significant amount of coordination and review by the National
Security Agency (NSA) which sanctions the uses and applications of various
communications encryption equipment and levies specific requirements for data line,
power isolation, and filtering techniques which must be adhered to in order to protect
sensitive flight test data. The basic "red/black" isolation design concept is shown Figure
2. Due to "red/black" partitioning the encryption requirement must be identified early in
the program to optimize the design of the telemetry encoder should an embedded
encryption option be chosen for a reduced size application.

The integration of the randomizing encryption function into the Encoder becomes an
attractive option to system designers to reduce the size of the telemetry function. Recent
interceptor test flights of endoatmospheric interceptors have successfully demonstrated
the viability of the approach and significant savings in volume, mass, and cost were
achieved. On the High Endoatmospheric Defense Interceptor (HEDI) program the
integration of the encryption function directly into the Encoder resulted in a packaging
savings in the interceptor of 260 grams in mass and 255 cm in volume. Additional3

savings were also realized in reduced wire harness bulk, connectors, and complexity.

Embedding the encryption device into the Encoder creates additional operational security
requirements for the Encoder since the entire unit will now be designated as a
cryptographic controlled item and as such requires special handling considerations.
These security and handling requirements can be simplified if the encryption function is
a field serviceable item. However, unless the location of the Encoder is readily
accessible for a field swap-out of the "dummy" encryption module after interceptor
integration, minimal packaging benefits will be realized.

An important interceptor system level requirement for the encryption keying operation is
to provide adequate access via an umbilical or bulkhead connector. When access to the
keying port in the encryption module is difficult (i.e., after final mating has been
performed on a multi-stage interceptor) a keep-alive function is required to retain the
keying variable when vehicle ground power is removed.

Given the interceptor data link is encrypted, the ground post-processing and real-time
telemetry processing systems must have the capability to decrypt the serial bit stream.
The test range usually provides the decryption hardware with the decommutation
systems. Early design coordination and equipment selections must be accomplished with
respect to keying devices, classification level of keying materials (which can effect the
encryption device selected), and data storage/handling requirements.

AIRBORNE TELEMETRY ENCODER SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH

Referring to Figure 2, the Encoder is an electronics device which acquires the various



analog, event or bi-level data, as well as serial bit streams, and processes them into a
composite digital bit stream which is passed through an encryption function whose output
is used to modulate the RF transmitter for transmission to the ground. The term Encoder
is used since the unit encodes analog channels for transmission in a digital format.
Vibration, shock, acceleration, pressure, temperature, and strain gages are examples of
analog instrument sources. Single-shot ordnance or valves are examples of signals in
which bi-level discrete (on/off) types of monitoring channels are utilized to reduce
telemetry bandwidth.

INSTRUMENTATION SELECTION/GAIN OFFSET TRADES

Signal conditioning of the transducer outputs is necessary to provide the Analog to
Digital Converters (ADCs) in the Encoder with uniform signal ranges. Since the output
voltage range differs between transducer technologies (i.e., a thermocouple may have a
maximum full scale output of several hundred millivolts, whereas a power monitor may
have a full scale output of several volts) the Encoder design usually includes
programmable signal conditioning features such as gain (or attenuation) and offset (dc
bias) settings.

The system specification of the types and numbers of gains and offsets required strongly
affects the Encoder size and circuit complexity. Thus, care must be observed in
choosing transducers and engineering trades should be conducted to determine whether
to optimize the transducer output range, optimize the Encoder gain/offset, or live with a
less than optimum full scale data range or resolution. Optimizing the transducer scale
factors results in added costs for the transducers, but may result in a reduced packaging
solution for the Encoder.

Another important system design note is the Encoder has a 2 binary address and datan

bus architecture. In order to optimize the Encoder size vs. performance the selectable
gains, offsets, and number of measurements per technology group should follow this
binary structure to optimize the Encoder circuit card layout and surface area utilization.
For example, an optimized system would accept 4 distinct transducer outPut ranges
instead of 5, or 64 low-level analog channels instead of 67.

Regarding the selection of high frequency shock and vibration accelerometers, there are
two principal technologies available today, piezoelectric (PE) and piezoresistive (PR).
PE accelerometers have been widely used for many years in the most demanding flight
test applications. The advantages of the PE accelerometers include operation at extreme
temperatures, freedom from power supplies/excitation tolerances, rugged subminiature
design, and high sensitivity. Their disadvantage lies in their signal conditioning
requirements since they have high impedance outputs requiring special coaxial cabling.
They can be treated as either voltage or charge generators. As voltage generators they



are easier to signal condition but system sensitivity is dependent on cable length. As
charge generators they require charge amplifiers, which require special mechanical
packing to prevent signal corruption, but are insensitive to cable length.

PR accelerometers are of more recent design. Their advantages include response to dc
and simple signal conditioning since their outputs are low impedance. Their
disadvantages include limited linear temperature range of operation (-18EC to +93EC),
tighter tolerances on their power supply/excitation requirements, and in general they are
less rugged than their PE counterparts.

There are three principal temperature transducer technologies commonly employed on
interceptor test vehicles today: Resistance Thermometer Devices (RTDs), thermocouples,
and IC temperature transducers. Thermocouples are employed for diagnostic
measurements greater than l000EC and are the simplest for the Encoder to accommodate
since they require no excitation. However, a dissimilar metal junction exists at the
Encoder connector requiring an ice point reference be established at that point. An RTD
requires a constant current excitation source, preferably multiplexed to prevent self
heating of the RTD, as well as numerous offset voltage settings to accommodate different
RTD ranges. IC temperature transducers require constant voltage excitation and a
precision resistor at the Encoder input to measure the transducer output current, thus
driving the design complexity of the Encoder.

NYQUIST THEOREM REQUIREMENTS , SAMPLING RATES, AND ALIASING
FILTER DESIGN

Analog source signals are sampled at periodic intervals (e.g., at the sample rate) by the
Encoder and the amplitude or value of the signal is digitized for transmission to the
ground. With prior knowledge of the signal's true or expected spectral extent a sampling
rate can be defined to accurately reproduce the signal's spectral characteristics. The
Nyquist sampling theorem states that a band limited signal of frequency band extent f can
be uniquely determined by its periodic samples if the sample frequency f is greater than8

twice the signal frequency, f > 2 f.8

The effect of under-sampling is called aliasing. Signal aliasing occurs when f < 2f and8

creates anomalous information in signal reconstruction (post-processing) in the pass-band
signal since higher frequency data energy is "aliased" into the bandwidth defined by the
sample frequency. Ideally, the sampling rate would approach infinity and no aliasing
errors would occur, however due to bandwidth limitations and RF channel noise
concerns we must limit the main PCM bit stream data rate (and each channel's data rate
within the composite bit stream) to a finite value. A common aliasing condition can
occur when unexpected signal content or noise outside the frequency bandwidth of
interest such as with accelerometers measuring shock and vibration environments. When



noise at undesired frequencies greater than f are present on a signal input, low pass
"anti-aliasing filters" should be applied to the channel to prevent pass-band (desired
bandwidth) data corruption.

Most modem Encoders utilize 8-bit analog to digital converters (ADCs). The reason an
8-bit system is chosen instead of 12 or 16 bit ADC is that 8-bits provides a signal
resolution of 1/2 = 1/256 = 0. 4%, and off-the-shelf transducers are accurate to only 18

to 5 %. Other sources of Encoder error, component tolerances, temperature variations,
and inherent nonlinearities in the digitizing process, contribute to an overall encoding
accuracy of typically ± 1 % of transducer output ranges down to 100 mV and ± 2 % of
transducer output ranges down to 10 mV. Thus, the error is govemed by the
fundamental inaccuracies of the transducers more than the Encoder electronics and ADC
resolution. It should also be noted the higher resolution ADC systems will require more
bandwidth per channel in the PCM bit stream, thus effectively reducing the overall
number of instrument measurements possible in a given bandwidth.

For an 8-bit ADC system a 0.4%/count resolution yields 48 dB of signal range. If the
error due to aliasing in the pass-band is to be less than 1 count (or < 0.4%) the
transducer output needs to be low-pass filtered such that frequencies greater than f are8

attenuated by 48 dB. For an accelerometer measuring vibration up to a desired
frequency extent of 4 kHz sampled at a frequency of 16 kHz, an 8th-order low pass filter
with a cutoff frequency of 4 kHz would be required for reconstruction of spectral
information up to 4 kHz. The filter would limit the aliasing error to 0.4% since an
8th-order filter would roll-off at 48 dB per octave. If a 32 kHz sample frequency where
selected, then a less complex 4th order filter would suffice.

In specifying the required sample rates and associated aliasing filter requirements the
system designer should attempt an optimized approach to minimize packaging space (if at
a premium) and minimize sample rates if data bandwidth is at a premium. Multi-pole
active analog filters require significant packaging space and power requirements. Other
filtering options include switched capacitor filters and digital filters which can also be
applied to the aliasing problem. Switched capacitor filters reduce the required
electronics volume somewhat but still require a separate set of electronics per channel.
A digital filter can be employed to service numerous input channels but over-sampling
requirements generally increase the number of multiplexed ADCs required, thus
increasing the size of the Encoder.

SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL INTERFACE

Serial digital interfaces are implemented to instrument high data rate digital format
systems such as IR seekers, IMUs, and flight computers. In a synchronous serial digital
interface the data transfer clock and subsequent data rate is a multiple of the Encoder's



master clock. This is accomplished by synchronizing the Encoder's master clock to the
data source clock, or possibly a vehicle master oscillator. Since the Encoder is acting as
the system "voltmeter" it should be required (in a robust design) to generate a "seamless"
output formatting (master) clock via a phase-locked-loop should the source clock fail.
This additional circuitry is not required if the Encoder generates the timing
synchronization clock for the data source. Synchronous serial digital interfaces are
simple to implement (i.e., RS-422 data busses and ping-pong memory buffers), are easily
decommutated, and conserve formatting overhead bandwidth.

In an asynchronous serial digital interface, the Encoder receives data and clock from the
information source asynchronous to the Encoder's output format clock. In order to
prevent loss of data (via potential data buffer overwrites) the Encoder must output the
serial data slightly faster than it is received. If we think of the Encoder as a bucket
catching serial data, then in a synchronous interface we fill the bucket and empty it into
the output format at the same rate. In the asynchronous interface if we think of filling a
bucket with a large hole in the bottom we note the data must leak out the hole at a rate
exactly equal to or slightly faster than the in coming data rate, else data will spill over
the top and be lost (i.e., overwritten). Due to the asynchronisity between the source and
Encoder clocks the Encoder must insert "fill" codes when the serial data buffers are
emptied (i.e., when the bucket is empty) which will happen with small statistical
regularity since by definition, the Encoder formatting output clock must run at a rate
equal to or higher than the source clock. Thus, useful telemetry bandwidth can be
wasted in an asynchronous design if system clock skewing tolerances are not well
understood.

DATA MAP FORMATTING

The minimum output bit rate is the sum of the measurement bandwidth and the overhead
bandwidth (Table C- 1 of IRIG-l06 contains optimum frame synchronization patterns for
PCM telemetry formats). For an 8 bit system:

 Measurement bandwidth = (sampled bandwidth x 8 bits) + serial digital bit rate(s) (Eq. 6)
 Required overhead bandwidth = (Synchronization bits + MFID bits) x minor frame rate (Eq. 7)

The minor frame rate may be based on critical mission parameters such as IMU/guidance
variable updates. The maximum length of a minor frame is limited by IRIG-l06 to
16,384 bits for a class II PCM format. The major frame length is usually determined by
the lowest sampling rate in the measurement list; commonly temperature measurements.
If this arrangement requires more than 256 minor frames per major frame, an alterative
is to define the major frame rate at some system parameter such as the refresh rate of the
seeker video. All measurements must be sampled at least once in the major frame [4].

Long bit streams of 1's or 0's in the PCM output bit stream can cause ground station



equipment to lose data lock (or bit synchronization) on unencrypted plain text data links
since there is no frequency deviation of the carrier during these extended "constant dc
strings". To reduce the potential for constant data strings we usually limit the maximum
block from each technology group (i.e., serial video, temperatures, accelerometers) to 8
successive words (64 bits). The process of defining an output bit rate, a minor frame
rate and length, and a major frame length may have to be iterated several times to
achieve the required/desired periodic sampling requirements.

One capability available to the system engineer is the use of multiple data formats to
increase the number of available data channels. Two or more data formats can be
defined to utilize a fixed telemetry bandwidth. For instance, during the launch and boost
phase of a flight critical environmental data is acquired from instrumentation on the
booster. After booster separation, a new data map is substituted that now replaces the
bandwidth formerly occupied by the booster instrumentation. Multiple data formats,
however, drive the Encoders lookup table formatting memory requirements, number of
EPROM devices within the Encoder, as well as additional range decommutation
complexities. Format transitions in flight must be accomplished without loss of ground
station lock and require an additional format identifier word in each minor frame.

DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION BENEFITS WITH THE USE OF REMOTE
ENCODERS

Since all telemetry measurements terminate at the Encoder a veritable "wiring rats nest"
occurs wherever this unit is located in the interceptor. In practice the overall packaging
size of the Master Encoder unit is determined by the number of interface connectors
required on the box as opposed to the amount of the electronics inside. A solution to
reduce the size of the overall wiring complexity of the interceptor and the size of the
Master Encoder unit is to employ the use of Remote Encoders at measurement rich
locations in the interceptor. A master-remote type system may be configured with a
Remote Encoder in the seeker section and/or a Remote Encoder in the booster control
section of the interceptor. The interface of the Remote Encoder to the Master Encoder is
typically over a 6 to 8 wire bus (serial data and clock lines) at data rates of 500 kb/s to 5
Mb/s.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described a system engineering approach to the design of a high
data rate wide band FM PCM airborne telemetry system. The approach outlined the
critical design requirements and parameters affecting the packaging optimization of the
airborne telemetry components in the context of a hit-to-kill interceptor test flight
application. The theoretical high data rate RF spectral bandwidth as presented in the
Appendix was examined and compared to the Carson Rule Bandwidth case with



reasonable agreement. Our analysis showed however the IRIG spectrum limits were
slightly exceeded. Thus an increase in the IRIG-106 spectrum limit for high bit rate
systems may be warranted, say 2.5 to 3.0 times R to alleviate the requirement for ab

complex multi-pole pre-modulation filter for a miniaturized design application.

Due to the small size of hit-to-kill interceptors currently envisioned or under
development, the size of the non-tactical telemetry equipment strongly drives the size of
the test vehicle configuration. We have identified several parameters for system
designers to conduct telemetry sizing/performance trades. In a small, lightweight
hit-to-kill test flight application the non-tactical telemetry components cannot be
packaged in the volume historically allocated for the warhead function. Optimizing the
size of the telemetry system provides for greater similitude between the tactical and test
vehicle configurations with respect to important weapon system parameters such as
aerodynamic/structural dynamic performance, thermal management, and target kill
lethality.

NOMENCLATURE

A' Double-sided primary IRIG Bandwidth F Noise Figure
B' Double-sided secondary IRIG Bandwidth k Boltzmann's Constant, 1.38 E-23 W Hzb

-

EK1 -1

B Bandwidth P Transmitter OUtPut RF Carrier Powert

$ Modulation Index R Slant Range
B Carson Rule Bandwidth R Bit Ratec b

) Peak Frequency Deviation T0 Background Noise Temperature, EKf

f Modulating Frequency T0 Equivalent Noise Temperature, EKm eq

f Signal Frequency, or Frequency Extent T Bit Timeb

f Sampling Frequency dBc Reference level in decibels belows

carrier
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APPENDIX

HIGH DATA RATE PCM RF SPECTRUM DESIGN EXAMPLE

RF LINK ANALYSIS

A critical parameter in the telemetry system design is the RF transmission downlink
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). To reduce the required RF transmitter power (which
impacts the size of the transmitter and telemetry battery) we attempt to optimize the SNR
at the input of the ground receiver Intermediate Frequency (IF) stage (just prior to the
receiver demodulator) at the required corresponding BER for the type of modulation
format chosen.

In Table A1 we present an example calculation of the signal to noise level required at the
ground receiver demodulator input for a BER of 1.0 E-5 based on a 10 W RF S-band RF
transmitter output over a slant range of 100 km utilizing a matched IF filter in the
receiver. From this example we can readily see the impact of the various link parameters
on the receiver's SNR. References [5] and [6] provide detailed discussions of the
equations governing the link margin calculations.

Table A1 S-band Telemetry RF Link Margin Example



CALCULATED PCM RF SPECTRA AND IRIG OCCUPIED BANDWIDTH
LIMITS

As an example, we shall calculate the PCM RF FSK spectrum utilizing a spectral
prediction program developed at McDonnell Douglas [7] using some of the values for
the representative hardware case presented in our link margin example in Table A1. We
will then compare the results to the IRIG occupied RF spectrum limits. The values to be
considered in the spectral analysis are the transmitter power output, deviation sensitivity,
the peak to peak modulating voltage from the Encoder or the Encryption unit, the
specified bit rate, and the Carson Rule Bandwidth. From Table Al:

P = 10. 0 W, cw ; unmodulated carrier output at 2. 30 GHz4

= + 10 dBW
= 40dBm

P = 0 dBc ; carrier reference level4

We assume a typical modulation voltage swing input to the transmitter of 1.75 V andpp

also that the transmitter possesses a deviation sensitivity of 2.0 MHz / V . The peak topp

peak frequency is then found to be:

) = 1.75 V x 2.0 MHz / Vf pp pp

) = 3.5 MHz ; i.e., optimized for 0.35 x Rf b

Noting the modulating frequency, f , for NRZ-L is 1/(2 x T ) = 5 MHz for a l0 Mb/sm b

PCM system, we can now calculate the modulation index as:

$ = ) / ff m

= 3.5 MHz / 5.0 MHz
) = 0.70

The Carson Rule Bandwidth is then calculated as:

B = 2($ +1) f ; "main hump" modified sin(x)/x PCM bandwidthc m

= 2(0.7 + 1) x 5.0 MHz
B = 17.0 MHzc

The IRIG requirements are determined next. For a 20 MHz Authorized double-sided
Bandwidth (i.e. for a 10 Mb/s PCM system) the IRIG spectrum limit levels are:

A' = B + 1.OOMHz
A' = 20 MHz + 1.OO MHz
A' = 21 MHz



P(A') = P - 60 dB4

P(A') = 10 dBW - 60 dB
P(A') = 50. 0 dBW

But, the -25 dBm limit level is equal to -25 dBm - 30 dB = -55 dBW, thus the A' limit
level defaults to .

P(A') = P - 55 dBW dB4

= 10 dBW - 55 dBW
P(A') = -45 dBc

Calculating the secondary bandwidth limit we have:

B' = B + 2.OO MHz
= 20 MHz + 2.OO MHz

B' = 22 MHz
P(B') < - 25 dBm = - 55 dBW ; B' limit level, in a 3 kHz bandwidth

Therefore, the B' limit level defaults -45 dBc as well:

P(B') = -45 dBc

The output of the FSK spectral prediction analysis program utilizing a resolution
bandwidth of 3 kHz and the IRIG-l06 requirements are plotted together in Figure A1.
The analysis model predicts the spectrum would slightly exceed the current requirements
by approximately 10 dB for the A' limit and 7 dB for the B' limit respectively at the
bandwidth edges. Note, if a 30 MHz authorized double-sided bandwidth was applied the
requirements would be achieved. This implies a potential user of a high data rate PCM
system should request an authorized double sided bandwidth slightly in excess of 2 x
(l/T ). By extrapolating the curve the "main hump" PCM bandwidth is found to beb

approximately 15.6 MHz, in reasonable agreement with the 17 MHz Carson Rule
Bandwidth as calculated above.

For simplicity, the spectral predictor program does not contain the effects of the
pre-modulation filter. However, the results are accurate to the comer frequency value
(i.e., bandwidth) of the pre-modulation filter which should be adequate for most uses.
The spectral analysis program has been utilized on several programs at McDonnell
Douglas and has shown good agreement with other measured PCM FSK spectrums
within the first several l/T bandwidths.b



Figure Al Calculated 10 Mb/s PCM FM RF Spectra and IRIG Limit Levels


